Curiosities of the world
The border between Poland and Ukraine
It took a Chinese farmer 10 years to build his house.
In Taiwan this flame has been burning for over 300 years.
Dinosaur rock in South Korea
Vertical forests of Milan, Italy
Entrance into a tunnel under the waterfall in Japan.
A lake in Austria, dry in winter and 12m deep in summer
A metro entrance in Frankfurt, Germany
Entrance through border between Mongolia and China
A 400 year old Church in Mexico
Hot spa is Iceland under aurora borealis
Colourful houses in Mexico
A lift in Bailong, China
A Monument to World War 2 in Bosnia
A rock boat, Crosica
The road of 24 zigzags, China
A 20 lane motorway in Burma
A bridge in Spain
Bridge of roots in India
A lotus Church in Wujin, China
Picnic for three, each one in a different country on the borders of Slovakia, Austria and Hungary.
Rolling floor in a hotel in Switzerland
Elephant rock in New Zealand
Statue of Marilyn Monroe in Chicago (8m)
The 12 apostles, Australia
Adidas store in Amsterdam
The bridge in Copenhagen, Danmark
A covered bridge in China